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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Why digitize The Emergency Food Assistance Program 
(TEFAP) forms?

Q: What is Google Cloud Platform?

Q: What is Google Cloud Console?

Q: How do I access my Google Cloud Console account?

Until now, the Food Bank of Northeast Georgia has collected paper TEFAP 
forms from food recipients of the food bank’s 200 agencies. These paper 
forms have been underutilized within the organization. By digitizing TEFAP 
forms, data visualizations of counties, household sizes, and more can be 
analyzed to better help the food bank serve their community. 

Google Cloud Services are a collection of cloud computing services 
that can be used for multiple business functions. Here we are using very 
specific Google Services: Google Filestore, Google Document AI, Google 
Functions, Google BigQuery and Google Data Studio. These services are 
going to assist in reading our forms, processing our data, and ultimately 

Google Cloud Console is your specific account within Google Services. 
Here you will enable different platforms and integrate them together to 
complete the task at hand. You will only have to access Google Filestore 
to upload the most recent scanned TEFAP forms.

Set up a Google Cloud Console account with in-house Gmail. From here, 
we will enable the correct platforms and input the code to allow the 
Google Data Studio data visualizations to auto-populate from the files in 
Google Filestore. 
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Q: How much does the Google Cloud Console account cost?

Step 01

Step 02

Step 03

The great thing about a Google Cloud account is that each service is pay-
as-you-go. This means you would only be charged for each individual 
usage within the different platforms. 

Use the scanner to digitize all paper forms. Once scanned into a computer, 
save the TEFAPs as PDF documents. We recommend a joint folder for 
these PDFs and to organize them by dates. 

Upload and store these PDF documents in Google Filestore. 
 a. Creating instances in Google Filestore (we will provide screenshots   
     once we integrate Filestore into the process)

Go to your Google Data Studio dashboard to see the data visualizations.
 a. Once you have further examined the data visualizations you can press  
     the “Reset” button in the top right corner to return the visualizations to  
     their normal state.

Digitizing TEFAP Forms: Step-by-Step Guide

https://cloud.google.com/filestore/docs/creating-instances
https://datastudio.google.com/s/lstI4cN4gQQ
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Scanner: Brother ADS-1250W

Online User’s Manual
Downloads and Drives

• If the files do not auto-populate, then you can access Cloud Functions and 
run the function again. We will continue elaborating on these troubleshooting 
steps once the function is fully enabled in Cloud Functions. 

• Since the process is fully in Google Cloud Console, only the Cloud Functions 
will need to run again since it integrates the various services. 

Troubleshooting for Scanning

Troubleshooting for Google Cloud Functions

https://support.brother.com/g/b/manualtop.aspx?c=us&lang=en&prod=ads1250w_us
https://support.brother.com/g/b/downloadtop.aspx?c=us&lang=en&prod=ads1250w_us
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